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(You may spread and modify these rules as you wish, as long as you

mention the contributors mentioned here. You may not u

use

se this work

for commercial means nor sell it

it.)
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WARNING: This RPG is very minimallyplay-tested and vague at times.

GM’s should feel free to change/rule different over/remove anything

in this rulebook. Use at own risk.



1) Background and History

After Chernobyl was evacuated, the area around it was silent untouched by man and reclaimed by nature. Trees grew up amongst the

concrete edifices of Pripyat and wildlife found new homes in among

the ruins.

Without any reason to enter the area, mankind left it alone - a

nagging thorn in the conscience that refused to go away.

But like any forgotten area of the world, stories began to be spread

about the forsaken Zone. Reports of strange creatures, twisted by the

consequences of the accident became commonplace. Some even spoke of

abandoned treasures within what came to be called "The Zone".

In 2006, disaster seemed to strike again. A bright light originated

from the old reactor plant and speculation of a second explosion

began. Military patrols increased as the authorities seemed more

determined than ever to keep people out. However, human nature

prevailed. Curiosity and greed led to the phenomenon of the "Stalker"

- part explorer, part mercenary, part treasure hunter. These brave

and foolhardy individuals started entering the Zone to see what could

be salvaged. What they found was beyond imagination.

Stalkers found both wonders and horrors of equal grandeur. Strange

irradiated objects called "artifacts" fetched huge sums on a thriving

black market, finding that the objects had strange powers, and acted

as excellent replacement minerals, often being used in jewelry.

However, the risks involved in retrieving these were huge - mutant

creatures roamed the landscape, ready to feed on anything they

encountered and horrific pockets of energy known as "Anomalies"

claimed the lives of many unwary Stalkers as if nature itself was

trying to prevent human intervention.

But the Zone offered more than just opportunities for profit.

Researchers started to investigate the mysteries of the Zone.

Different ideas about the Zone sprung up. Some see it as a gift to

mankind while others want the Zone to be destroyed. Stalkers within

The Zone began to form alliances, waging a war within the irradiated

wasteland.

It is now 2012. The Zone is full of wonder and death. Stalkers,

mutants and the military roam the deadly landscape of the Zone. It is

in this world that you will take the first faltering steps toward

becoming a Stalker.
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The life of a stalker is harsh and deadly. Many a night will be spend

outside and the food is bad. But if you survive the harsh welcome of

the Zone, you might just unlock its secrets and wealth.



2) The Basics

This chapter is derived from the modernsrd. This chapter contains

most of the basics of the game and reference material.

If this rules from this chapter and others later on clash, the latter

take precedence.



Dice Notation

These rules use the following die notations:

d4 = four sided die

d6 = six sided die

d8 = eight sided die

d10 = ten sided die

d12 = twelve sided die

d20 = twenty sided die

d% = percentile dice

Die rolls are expressed in the format:

[#] die type [+/- modifiers]

Example: 3d6+2 means: "Roll 3 six sided dice. Add the result of

the three dice together. Add 2."

Rounding Fractions

In general, if you wind up with a fraction, round down, even if

the fraction is one-half or larger.

Exception: Certain rolls, such as damage and hit points, have a

minimum of 1.



Basic Task Resolution System

These rules assume a standardized system for determining the

success or failure of any given task. That system is:

d20 + Modifiers vs. Target Number

The Modifiers and Target Number

are determined by the type of

task.

If the result of the d20 roll + the Modifiers equals or exceeds the

Target Number, the test is successful. Any other result is a

failure.

A "natural 20" on the die roll is not an automatic success. A

"natural 1" on the die roll is no

t an automatic failure, unless the

rules state otherwise.



ABILITY SCORES

Every character has six basic Ability Scores:

Strength (STR)

Agility(AG)

Endurance(END)

Perception (PER)

Reflex (REF)

Charisma (CHA)

The Score of these Abilities ranges from 0 to 18.

The normal human range is 3 to 18. Keeping track of negative ability

score points is never necessary. A character’s ability score can’t

drop below 0.
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Each ability will have a modifier. The modifier can be

calculated using this formula:

(ability -10)/2

The modifier is the number you add to or subtract from the die

roll when your character tries to do something related to that

ability.
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Ability Modifiers



SAVING THROWS

Generally, when a character is subject to an unusual attack, he or

she gets a saving throw to avoid or reduce the effect. Like an attack

roll, a saving throw is a 1d20 roll plus a bonus based on the

character’s class and level (the character’s base save bonus) and an

ability modifier.

A natural 1 (the d20 comes up 1) on a saving throw is always a

failure. A natural 20 (the d20 comes up 20) is always a success.

A character’s saving throw bonus is:

Base save bonus + ability modifier

The Difficulty Class for a save is determined by the attack itself.

The three different kinds of saving throws are:

Fortitude: These saves measure the character’s ability to stand

up to massive physical punishment or attacks against his or her

vitality and health such as poison and paralysis. Apply the

character’s Endurance modifier to his or her Fortitude saving

throws.

Reflex: These saves test the character’s ability to dodge massive

attacks such as explosions or car wrecks. (Often, when damage

is inevitable, the character gets to make a Reflex save to take

only half damage.) Apply the character’s Dexterity modifier to

his or her Reflex saving throws.

Will: These saves reflect the character’s resistance to mental

influence and domination as well as to many magical effects.

Apply the character’s Wisdom modifier to his or her Will saving

throws.



SKILL BASICS

(see 4)skills/feats)
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Action points provide characters with the means to affect game

play in significant ways. A character always has a limited

amount of action points, and while the character replenishes this

supply with every new level he or she attains, the character must

use them wisely. A character can spend 1 action point to alter a

single d20 roll used to make an attack, a skill check, an ability

check or a saving throw.

When a character spends 1 action point to improve a d20 roll,

add 1d6 to the d20 roll to help meet or exceed the target

number. A character can declare the use of 1 action point to alter a

d20 roll after the roll is made—but only before the GM reveals

the result of that roll (whether the attack or check or saving

throw succeeded or failed). A character can’t use an action point

on a skill check or ability check when he or she is taking 10 or

taking 20.

A character can only spend 1 action point in a round. If a
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ACTION POINTS



character spends a point to use a class feature, he or she can’t

spend another one in the same round to improve a die roll, and vice

versa.



DEATH, DYING, AND HEALING

(see 7) The battlefield)



ALLEGIANCES

A character may have up to three allegiances, listed in order

from most important to least important. These allegiances are

indications of what the character values in life, and may

encompass people, organizations, or ideals. A character may

have no allegiances (being either a free spirit or a lone wolf) or

may change allegiances as he or she goes through life. Also, just

because the character fits into a certain category of people

doesn’t mean the character has to have that category as an

allegiance.

If the character acts in a way that is detrimental to his or her

allegiance, the GM may choose to strip the character of that

allegiance (and all its benefits) and assign an allegiance more

suitable to those actions.
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A character’s allegiance can take the form of loyalty to a person, to

an organization, to a belief system, to a nation, or to an ethical

or moral philosophy. In general, a character can discard an

allegiance at any time, but may only gain a new allegiance after

attaining a new level.

Having an allegiance implies having sufficient intelligence and

wisdom to make a moral or ethical choice. As a result, a

character must have Intelligence and Wisdom scores of 3 or

higher in order to select allegiances.

Allegiances include, but are not limited to, the following

examples.

Person or Group: This includes a leader or superior, a family, a

group of linked individuals (such as a band of adventurers or a

cell of secret agents), or a discrete unit within a larger

organization (such as members of the character’s squad or

platoon, or individuals whose safety the character is responsible

for).

Organization: This may be a company or corporation, a

gathering of like-minded individuals, a fraternal brotherhood, a

secret society, a branch of the armed forces, a local, state, or

national government, a university, an employer, or an otherwise

established authority.

Nation: This may or may not be the nation that the character

currently resides in. It may be where the individual was born, or

where the character resides after emigrating to a new home.
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Pledging Allegiance



Belief System: This is usually a particular faith or religion, but

can also be a specific philosophy or school of thought. Belief

systems could also include political beliefs or philosophical

outlooks.

Ethical Philosophy: This describes how one feels about order, as

represented by law and chaos. An individual with a lawful

outlook tends to tell the truth, keep his or her word, respect

authority, and honor tradition, and he or she expects others to do

likewise. An individual with a chaotic outlook tends to follow

his or her instincts and whims, favor new ideas and experiences,

and behave in a subjective and open manner in dealings with

others.

Moral Philosophy: This describes one’s attitude toward others,

as represented by good and evil. An individual with a good

allegiance tends to protect innocent life. This belief implies

altruism, respect for life, and a concern for the dignity of other

creatures. An evil allegiance shows a willingness to hurt,

oppress, and kill others, and to debase or destroy innocent life.



Allegiances and Influence

An allegiance can create an empathic bond with others of the

same allegiance. With the GM’s permission, the character gains

a +2 circumstance bonus on Charisma-based skill checks when

dealing with someone of the same allegiance—as long as the

character has had some interaction with the other character to

discover the connections and bring the bonus into play.



REPUTATION

Reputation is used to determine whether another character (a

GM character) recognizes a character. Those who recognize the

character are more likely to help the character or do what he or she

asks,

provided the reputation has a positive connotation to the

character who recognizes the

character. A high Reputation bonus also makes it difficult for the

character to mask his or her identity. Most of the time, a character

doesn’t decide to use his or her reputation. The GM decides when a

character’s reputation can be relevant to a scene or encounter. At

the moment it becomes

relevant, the GM makes a Reputation check for a GM character

who might be influenced in some fashion due to the character’s fame

or notoriety, as detailed below.
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Most characters with a high Reputation bonus (+4 or higher) are

considered well known within their profession or social circle.

Whether this has a positive or negative connotation depends on

the point of view of the person who recognizes the character.

When a character has a positive opinion of a character’s reputation,
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Fame and Infamy



the character is considered to be famous by that character. Fame,

when recognized, provides a bonus to certain Charisma-based skill

checks.

When a character has a negative opinion of a character’s reputation,

the character is considered to be infamous by that character. Also,

at

the GM’s option, a character might be considered infamous in certain

situations due to events that have transpired in the campaign.

Infamy, when recognized, provides a penalty to certain Charisma-based

skill checks.



Using the Reputation Bonus

Whenever the GM decides that a character’s reputation can be a

factor in an encounter, the GM makes a Reputation check (DC

25) for the GM character involved. A Reputation check is 1d20

+ the character’s Reputation bonus + the GM character’s CHA modifer.

Modifiers to the Reputation check depend on the character and the GM

character in question, as shown below. Note that if the GM character

has no possible way of recognizing a character, then the Reputation

check automatically

fails.

If the GM character succeeds at the Reputation check, he or she

recognizes the character. This provides a +4 bonus or a –4 penalty on

checks involving the following skills for the duration of the

encounter: Persuasion.

Reputation Check

Situation

Modifier

The character is famous, known far and wide with either

a positive or negative connotation.

GM character is part of the character’s professional or

social circle.

The character has some small amount of fame or notoriety.+2



+10

+5



The GM must decide that a character’s fame or infamy can

come into play in a given situation to make a Reputation check

necessary. A character who doesn’t know, or know of, the character

can’t be influenced by his or her reputation.



CONDITION SUMMARY
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Ability Damaged

The character has lost 1 or more ability score points. The loss is

temporary, and these points return at a rate of 1 per evening of

rest. This differs from “effective” ability loss, which is an effect

that goes away when the condition causing it goes away.
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A number of adverse conditions can affect the way a character

operates, as defined here. If more than one condition affects a

character, apply both if possible. If not possible, apply only the

most severe condition.
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